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G250R-H Photoluminescent Handrail Strip  

Installation Instructions 
 

The G250R-H is a curved 1” wide semi-rigid strip with an aggressive 3M tape on the 

base. The rigidity of the strip and strength of the adhesive allows the G250R to 

effectively be installed on round handrails.  

 

Tools Required 
- Rubbing Alcohol or Acetone 

- Roller 

- Soft Cloth 

- Scissors or hand shears 

- Corner Cutters (Provided by Ecoglo) 

- Pencil 

 

Installation procedure 
- Ensure the mounting Surface is dry and 

clean of dirt, dust and debris. 

- Place the G250R-H Ecoglo strip in the 

installation location to check if the 

G250R-H needs to be cut to a smaller size. If the product needs to be cut to a shorter 

length, use a pencil to mark the cutting location. Cut the G250R-H using hand shears 

or a good pair of scissors.   

- When pieces are being joined together to make a longer length, ensure that straight 

cuts are made and that the strips line up cleanly.  

- For ends that are not being joined, use the corner cutter to cut round corners at the 

end if the section.   

- Lay the G250R-H strips upside down and remove the paper adhesive from the 

underside of the strip. 

- Starting at one end, apply the G250R-H to the installation surface and ensure it is 

applied in a straight line directly on the top of the handrail. 

- Apply pressure using a roller to ensure a good bond along its full length.  

 

Note: The G250R-H handrail strips should not be installed on sections of handrails that 

are bent. The G250R-H should end right before the bend begins and another strip of 

G250R-H should start on the other size of the bend. 

 


